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Apologetics is a highly effective and necessary resource for today’s thoughtful
Christian engaged in real dialogue with those outside the Christian community. It is
an essential tool for helping us to love our neighbor, cope with plurality and
difference of views, and also helps us build confidence in the robustness of our faith.
We are in the midst of what Charles Taylor calls the Nova Effect: we see around us
the pursuit of multiple spiritual pathways. We don’t have less religion, but more
religion than ever before in this so-called ‘secular age’. Never before has religious
and philosophical discernment been so critical. People need answers and resources, as
evidenced by the success of Discovering Christianity and Alpha Courses and Tim
Keller’s popular book The Reason for God. Seekers are looking for thoughtful
responses that can take their tough questions seriously, combined with a compassion
and mercy that empathizes with their struggle, pain and despair. Otherwise, they
easily get caught up in the default cultural drift to skepticism and scientific
atheism/materialism (sometimes called rationalism), or the malaise and nihilism of
the Humanities and the Social Sciences. Below I want to foreground some of the best
available material and most effective approaches to open dialogue. Our ministries and
our personal dialogue can be well resourced, so that we are not flying by the seat of

our pants. Apologetics I claim is part of the infrastructure of Christian discipleship,
not a luxury for the few.
This session outlines a template: a tested and effective pattern of discussion that both
maps the spiritual and philosophical landscape and suggests a creative and productive
style of interaction, offering the seeker a prophetic challenge. We must watch our
language and even recover some important lost language in order to do this, language
that is part of the ancient Christian heritage. The task ahead is challenging but very
stimulating and exciting. We are called to host intellectual hospitality, to stir the habit
of curiosity, to seek first to understand rather than be understood.
Six Pillars for a Growing Edge in Apologetic Dialogue
Another way to put this is the rules of engagement. I assume that you desire to give a
calm and reasoned answer for the vision of promise, hope, faith and love within you,
the narrative vision that engages you, that motivates you and makes sense of your
world. I assume that you are keener than average and willing to do some fresh work,
reading and thinking. You sense the need for the Christian voice and you are willing
to step up to the plate, to become part of the answer. You want to know the effective
tools that are available to equip your personal witness.
1. Worldview Discernment: mapping the pluralistic landscape of the various spiritual
journeys we are likely to encounter in today’s society. Posture: refuse to be
overwhelmed by difference and diversity of convictions.
2. Investigative Journalism: employing fruitful human questions to make deeper
connections and find points of spiritual contact. Posture: that of a detective or reporter
with a curious mind and a sensitive heart.
3. Establish Common Ground, a Platform for Dialogue: finding the best in people as a
point of non-defensive and non-offensive conversational entry. What are the
assumptions we can make from our common aspirations, our creaturehood and our
will to the common good, or key markers of human flourishing? Without a level
playing field, you will not have a just discussion.
4. Reckoning with Cultural Barriers to Faith: understanding and mobilizing idolatries,
roadblocks, closed world systems, atheism, loss of transcendence as leverage in
conversation. Every posture is vulnerable under critical scrutiny, whether the
hegemony is scientific materialism, nihilistic skepticism, or a dogmatic
fundamentalist religious perspective. This involves mapping the modern and
postmodern perception worlds (social imaginaries) that people inhabit. There are also
moral ideologies that prevent people from hearing what you are saying; one’s moral
and intellectual bent are more interconnected than many people realize. Dialogue
invites people to enter an open field or round table of discussion, rather than fighting
like a trapped fox, who has been cornered. We can waste a lot of time if we are not in
touch with these barriers.
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5. Communicative Potential of the Poetic/Prophetic Imagination: especially in the
aesthetic oriented Postmodern/Late Modern Condition. Here we explore the language
of epiphany, agape love and transcendence. Scientific rationality does not work here;
Modernism has been called into question. Hermeneutics is more the game (Terry
Eagleton, The Ideology of the Aesthetic). C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkein and the other
Inklings were geniuses at this trade. Malcolm Guite is a fresh poet among others. Jens
Zimmermann’s new book, Hermeneutics: a very short introduction, is very helpful.
Certain literary forms can act subversively to get past a seeker’s defenses (Joseph
Laconte, The Searchers)
6. Biblical Narrative and the Jesus Story: always a fresh opportunity to commend
Jesus in context of issues, aspirations and questions of one’s interlocutor. This pillar
celebrates a robust Jesus story and kingdom teaching for today’s complex world.
How indeed is Jesus the Yes and Amen to our fundamental human questions and our
existential concerns? Be articulate, creative, intriguing, relevant, provocative, opening
gates to insight and discovery. The video series Gospel of John has a fresh approach
to depicting Jesus. We all must become creative storytellers; the Gospels give plenty
of examples of various styles of capturing a person’s imagination.
My Working Proposal
What’s the game? I am suggesting a fusion between cultural research, apologetics and
evangelism as a point of leverage for Christian communications and impact. We need to
bring the scientific, sociological, philosophical and biblical together to empower us in
speaking for God in today’s culture. I see apologetics as a tool for finessing our
evangelism, and a means to remove the violence, triumphalism and narcissism in some
forms of evangelism. I call this a confident, dialogical, pro-active stance; we need to take
the leadership in raising the right questions, and setting the agenda for meaningful moral,
religious and inter-religious discussions. This includes picking up on the discussions and
questions that come up every day in every sector of family life, school, work and media.
This is the air you breathe and it is riddled with opportunity. We need the confidence to
lead, to pioneer engaging discussion. It encourages us to employ our full intelligence,
love, creativity and rhetorical skill, employing our fullest imagination to make the good
news understandable and commendable to today’s seekers. We want to help create space
for God in the lives of people and to help turn their love and passion towards their
creator-redeemer. Let the games begin. Let’s put evangelistic awkwardness and childish
ways behind us.
We all have some skill in this area, and yet we all need to cultivate a personal
growing edge and acquire further training, to become aware of the tremendous
resources available. It is my conviction that as a church in the early twenty-first
century we have to devote much more work to this area, to put more time, money and
focus or become increasingly more irrelevant. Cultural Research is necessary as part
of our leadership health and fitness. God is hoping that you will be part of the next
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generation of Christian apologists, offering creative and effective life-giving
communication. Don’t sell yourself short if you have the vision for it. You could
become an unstoppable force, an observer-listener-communicator who follows in the
footsteps of the Apostle Paul, Justin Martyr and Alister McGrath speaking to the
Greek and Canadian philosophers, artists and poets. Build a think-tank of friends to
work with you through the challenging landscape. Our God deserves the best
representation possible. Make a goal to improve your knowledge and skill over the
next three years.
General Observation
According to writer Flannery O’Connor, this world is a Christ-haunted landscape. God
has left his fingerprints all over creation, from the expanse of the cosmos to the depths
and contours of the human heart. Aslan is on the move among us. It is our task to pay
attention, examine the evidence, pick up the trail and show others how to discern the
clues. This spectacular universe, where our very building blocks come out of the death of
a star, and the complex nature of humans speaks volumes. It intimates the possibility of a
further knowledge of God and builds in longing for explanation (creatio et anthropos). I
pray that we together can help restore people’s sense of wonder and hunger for discovery,
expand the horizon of their imagination. Where does the evidence lead us? What are the
possibilities of this all-important investigation? Strategically, we want to discuss ways
and means to improve access, correct the misconceptions, confront the stereotypes, and to
heighten people’s curiosity and awareness of God’s art, his deep vested interest in each
human being and his tremendous offer of costly grace. We are in partnership with God in
this game.
Tools of the Trade that have Impact
a. Apologetics gets to the heart and soul of a person through the mind
Our metaphor is brush clearing in the jungle to provide a runway for planes to
land. It helps clear the fog in people’s minds, to help them see the ‘invisible God’.
Priority of one before the other is less certain today. We may start with the heart
(or a brilliant moving story) to get someone’s attention and then deal with
intellectual barriers later. There are many entry points in the late modern world;
don’t get stuck on one approach which runs into walls again and again. Use your
poetic imagination through your blog or YouTube site, a song or a painting; the
transcendence and beauty of God, his presence is sometimes best encountered
through art or in music or performance (George Steiner, Real Presences; David
Bentley Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite). We need a many-splendored approach to
spark the imagination. Perhaps it will be that T.S. Elliot poem that will connect or
subvert a hardened position when other things fail.
b. Effective apologetics is grounded in knowledge of the audience
Ask lots of questions to discover the story. What are the hopes and fears, dreams
and aspirations, even the ideologies or idolatries of your dialogue partner? You
need more than a good grasp of Scripture. Let them tell you who they are and
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what feeds their passion. You cultivate sociological, cultural and psychological
intelligence. The metaphor in this category is Investigative Journalism. It helps to
make notes and remember details from one conversation to the next. Your mind
will work on the issues and questions they raise and you will come back with
fresh insights; your growth is part of the project. Learn to ask questions like Jesus
or Tim Keller. Become unpredictable, winsome and fun. Resist putting people in
boxes or compartments; hear them out. What kind of spiritual journey are they on
now? Too much ministry proceeds without proper investigation. Keep a journal of
what you are learning; blog your insights periodically when breakthroughs
happen.
c. Good and wise apologetics operates from a posture of humility but not
shyness. It is committed to an engagement with reality.
Neither arrogance nor triumphalism will lead to impact; rather extreme patience,
gentleness and respect opens the heart (I Peter 3:15,16; II Corinthians 5:20; I
Corinthians 13; Romans 12:1-3). Take responsibility for the well-being of your
friend and she will feel your genuine concern. Love, grace and patience is the
proper spiritual medium, the agar, for good dialogue. Agape love is your most
powerful leverage; it can move the world. Confrontation, coercion, condescension
and disrespect will get you alienated. Host your friends at the table of
investigation of these important questions.
d. Alister McGrath from Intellectuals Don’t Need God? “Apologetics creates an
intellectual and imaginative climate favorable to faith; it does not itself create
faith.”
•

•
•

•

by trying to persuade people that Christianity is plausible and makes sense of
human experience; it fits or resonates with them. It has purchase or cash out
value.
by trying to create a climate of trust in which God can be seen as worthy of
faith and commitment.
by leading people to the door of faith, providing the enthusiasm and the
elements of intrigue; the individual must open the door and take a step into
belief and into a relationship to God through Jesus Christ; they have to risk
something to experience God. Not everything can be known in advance. They
must go from belief ‘that’ to belief ‘in’ or personal, existential commitment.
by building a bridge to faith, by seeking common ground between Christian
thought and that of the individual we want to convince, for example “Ah yes,
fellow Athenians, you would seem to be quite religious and I am intrigued by
this “unknown god” that is represented here among your artifacts.” Acts 17
(Greeks) vs Acts 13 (Jews). What are the artifacts, the passion in your friend’s
life that can build a bridge to faith? Is it in the realm of science, or sports, art
or outdoor activity, politics or business? There are a multitude of bridges and
God can help you find the right one.
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Our GFCF lectures @ UBC ubcgfcf.com create the space for really productive
dialogue through the reflections of top Christian scholars and scientists. Another great
resources to spark dialogue is video or online talks such as Faraday Film Series “Test
of Faith” or John Dickson’s “Life of Jesus” or NT Wright on “Evil” or “The
Resurrection of Jesus”. Students are learning to ask good questions or introduce
fascinating topics to their friends.
Take the lead in asking probing questions and sparking
fresh, mind-expanding dialogue, feeding an adventure
of the mind and heart.
Grounds for Warrant/Trust in Christian Faith (not uninformed, unreflective faith).
Apologetics involves a rich conversation, drawing on a variety of resources, ideas and
insights, moving from the familiar to the unfamiliar, pointing in the right direction,
issuing your own tough questions and challenges. You and your dialogue partner
represent two different interpretive horizons of thought. Apologetics does not offer
absolute coercive certainty (final proof). Remember that absolute certainty is not
available in history, science, or even knowledge of a close friend. We cannot prove the
incarnation from a hike up Grouse Mountain, but the grandeur of the majestic mountains
in Yoho National Park can get our attention, stimulate a sense of our smallness, a sense of
wonder and start a conversation about the grandeur of God as one might find in a Gerard
Manley Hopkins poem. Sometimes we need to help our friend slow down, reflect and pay
attention to their contingency and their bigger context. Does the universe have to answer
to him or must he answer to the universe?
Philosopher C. Stephen Evans @ Baylor University on what apologetics can and
cannot do regarding proof: “Good evidence will not be the abslolute proof that many
ask for, but it ought to be sufficient to satisfy a reasonable, open-minded person. This
evidence is multi-faceted and we should not lean too hard on one argument. But
above all, Christian faith is not guilty until proven innocent.”
Coercive proof is not available, but imaginative, lively demonstrable evidence is
available in abundance; thoughtful arguments abound, and we should learn to explore and
master them. You can grow your skill over time, build your toolkit and become more
savvy. Allow the Holy Spirit to lead you in the midst of the dialogue in order to develop a
good learning curve as you caste the seeds of faith.
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Toolkit: The Kinds of Robust Evidence and Argument that have Currency Today
1. Meaningful Religious Experience: this angle explores the power of individual
stories of encounter and transformation. Where has God met you in your human
situation and pain? Stories of other saints who incarnate love or radical pursuit of God
(Mother Teresa, Jean Vanier, Francis of Assissi, Chuck Colson) can be powerful. Dr.
Mary Poplin was a skeptical sociology professor who became a Christian through
following Mother Teresa for a year. A Muslim princess writes about he encounter
with God in I Dared to Call Him Father. Or you might resonate with Selma Habib,
Face to Face with Jesus. Read David Adams Richards tells a great personal story in
God Is: my search for faith in a secular world. (a fresh and brilliant bestseller from
one of Canada’s top novelists). Nabeel Qureshi recalls his conversion process in
Seeking Allah Finding Jesus. Be a collector of good stories. They are gold.
2. Philosophical Credibility Tests: These include criteria of coherence, consistency,
unity, comprehensiveness, law of non-contradiction (more important in the early
modern outlook or those oriented to analytical philosophy). How good or cogent is
the Christian worldview? How much of reality can it explain or how does it fit the
facts of our existence? Is it compatible or does it conflict with science? How can we
kindly point out the gaps, inconsistencies or reductionism in other views? Natural
theology uses the wonders of nature to point to a creative mind, a cosmic artist (e.g.
Robert J. Spitzer, New Proofs for the Existence of God: contributions of
contemporary physics and philosophy). Critical realism is a key term here: a theory
must be adjusted by new data (Thomas Nagel, Mind and Cosmos; Alister McGrath, A
Fine-tuned Universe; Alvin Plantinga, Where the Conflict Really Lies; Charles
Taylor, A Secular Age; James Sire, The Universe Next Door; C. Stephan Layman,
Letters to a Doubting Thomas: a case for the Existence of God). It encourages an
open and critical mind. It is necessary for the bright students, philosophers, scientists,
lawyers, thinkers, etc. A course in logic helps here if you have the opportunity to
include it into your education. William Lane Craig and Ravi Zacharias are two of the
most popular apologists who use philosophy. David Bentley Hart has a brilliant
critique of materialistic naturalism or scientism in The Experience of God. I first
discovered one could make philosophy work for me at Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School under Norman Geisler.
3. Historical Evidence or Verification: This is often the entry level for many
Christians in apologetics. Who was Jesus? What does the text say he claimed for his
identity? How can we believe in his resurrection? What is the soundness and strength
of scriptural documents? What archaeological support do we have for the biblical
narrative? See Rodney Stark, One True God: Historical Consequences of
Monotheism. He is a major contributor in research on Christianity’s social impact.
See also David Bentley Hart Atheist Delusions: the Christian revolution and its
fashionable enemies). Try out the new Christianity on Trial: a lawyer examines the
Christian faith by W. Mark Lanier (IVP). Australian history scholar John Dickson has
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an accessible DVD series called The Life of Jesus that covers this beautifully. N.T.
Wright has a substantial DVD on the Resurrection. This arena is more empirical and
a critical resource to respond to Muslims, where skepticism of Christian documents is
very strong (Gordon Nickel, The Gentle Answer to the Muslim Accusation of Biblical
Falsification; Andy Bannister, An Oral-Formulaic Study of the Qur’an). Christianity
makes the claim of being a historical religion.
4. Practical Test or Livability: We might say to our friend, “That’s a clever idea of
reality that makes you center of the universe, but can you live it out responsibly
without hurting a lot of people?” It is one thing to think nihilistically, another to live
it to its bitter end. How is Nihilism compatible with human suffering? Existentialist
Albert Camus mourned the loss of God in culture even though he could no longer
believe in God. Reality bites back: this is important for university students who love
those all-night residence discussions. One can invent sophisticated views of the
universe, but can they build any long-term relationship upon it? Francis Shaeffer and
the L’Abri community are big on showing people the logical outworking of their
assumptions, often showing their absurdity when taken seriously. John Millbank
points out that science was never intended, or equipped, to be a worldview; it does
not have the capacity within its proper limits. David Bentley Hart has a devastating
critique of Naturalism in his 2013 The Experience of God. Science itself cannot
function within a naturalistic worldview and even human consciousness is rendered
suspect. Marxism was a nice ideal of sharing but could not be worked out without
extreme coercion and oppression; it lack anthropological depth.
5. Special Revelation: This includes the prophetic and apostolic records in Old and
New Testaments. This is a really astounding set of records with millions of hours and
years of top scholarship behind it. Bishop Lesslie Newbigin in Gospel in a Pluralistic
Society says we need to inhabit or indwell the biblical story, be embedded and
nourished by it thoroughly, to think biblically. Natural revelation in creation is not
enough; otherwise Christian ethics would be full of violence and cannibalism; we
need natural together with special revelation (e.g. Alister McGrath, A Fine-tuned
Universe: the quest for God in science and theology). What is the Creator like and
what does he have for us, expect of us? Sometimes when we are given the time to
explain a robust biblical narrative, people are really impressed. Is there meaning
beyond mere survival or human flourishing? The human narrative is powerfully
recast in the Bible. Craig Evans at Acadia Divinity is great on this topic as is Iain
Provan (Seriously Dangerous Religion) at Regent College.
6. Love, Compassion & Community: This relates to some of our existential and
personal questions. People need to witness the human good incarnated in us, a good
which is sourced in the infinite goodness of God. Incarnational humanism can be
impressive: (Jens Zimmerman, Incarantional Humanism; D. Stephen Long, The
Goodness of God)). Our apologetic has to include more than words. James Davison
Hunter in To Change the World articulates a very powerful idea of faithful presence,
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a commitment to shalom, the well-being or human flourishing of others. I also
strongly commend Jim Wallis’ excellent volume on social justice The (Un)Common
Good. This is where literature (fiction and non-fiction) and poetry can be powerful
(Dostoyevski, C.S. Lewis, Thomas Merton, Simone Weil). We have to back up what
we say with what we do in compassionate service and sacrifice. Some of our friends
may need to experience love within Christian community before they can even talk
about God. (www.cslewis.org).
People need both reasons of the heart and reasons of the mind

Intellectual Credibility + Personal Relevance + Demonstrable Moral Integrity =
Serious Plausibility and Curiosity in the Mind of the Seeker
We need to rebuild the plausibility conditions for Christian faith in our late modern
culture today, in order to help people escape from nihilism. This is a trajectory of
intrigue, attraction and engagement and hopefully a life of faithful discipleship. Let’s
work as a team; you cannot master all the expertise. You must also have a willingness
to deal with doubts and skepticism. We are all a combination of faith and doubt; it is a
question of how we deal with it and sort through it: Philip Yancey, Reaching for the
Invisible God.

We need variety in our intellectual furniture
Heads Up on Conferences: Apologetics Canada
http://www.apologeticscanada.com/conference-2016/ is running a full conference on
the subject to support the church this March 4-5 in Abbotsford (Northview Church),
in Barrie, Ontario April 22-23, Toronto April 23-24. Last year 2,000 young people 18
to 30 attended. There is also Dig & Delve in Ottawa probably in November, 2016.
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Barriers to Faith in the Early & Late Modern University Cultures.
The Early Modern University: The scientific culture sphere dominates. This
outlook promotes a mechanistic view of the world, often hostile to, or suspicious
of, the supernatural or transcendent. It has lost interest in elements, questions or
concepts beyond time-space-energy-matter world (suffers from disenchantment).
The common belief is that science has replaced religion. The ideology here is
called Scientism; I have a key paper on the subject. Religious and moral values
are private, but not valid for public discourse. David Helfand President of Quest
University, brilliant astronomer from Columbia University in New York is a
classic example: “I am solely interested in mechanistic, falsifiable science.”
Religion is passé; humans are strong, self-determined and self-sufficient. The
material, empirical and rational dominates. The myth of progress says that science
and technology will bring endless progress and prosperity for humanity; LaPlace
said to Napoleon, “We have no longer a need of the God hypothesis.” Location on
South Campus: hard sciences, engineering, computer science, much medical
science. Business Capitalism likes modernity: science and cutting edge
technology will make you rich. This is the Epistemological way of seeing the
world and is dominant in Anglo-American philosophy. The emphasis is on a strict
objectivity of knowledge.
Key book: Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks. Much of 20th century
apologetics (C.S. Lewis’ Miracles, Chesterton’s Orthodoxy, Pinnock, Schaefer, Green,
McGrath, Lennox, Polkinghorne) addressed this intellectual climate and attempted to
deconstruct its hold on people’s minds. The tendency is to try to appeal to the scientific
mind by showing evidence as per a scientific experiment or work from logical
consistency. John Lennox in responding to New Atheists Dawkins, Dennett, Hitchens et
al takes this approach. See the excellent Faraday Institute DVD film series “Test of
Faith” Cambridge & Oxford Christians in various fields of science—very sharp. Wipf &
Stock distributors. John Lennox, God’s Undertaker: has science buried God? Alister
McGrath books, The Dawkins Delusion; and A Fine-Tuned Universe. The Canadian
Science and Christian Affiliation supports this dialogue in their work and conferences.
On campus, the credibility of a physicist or cosmologist is a hundred times that of a
pastor or theologian. Charles Taylor’s book A Secular Age is a key resource: to confront
these assumptions, especially Chapter fifteen “The Immanent Frame”. See the online
Lennox-Dawkins debates for a good example. David Bentley Hart’s brilliant 2013
volume The Experience of God is super-articulate in challenging scientism. Tom
McLeish connects science to the quest for wisdom in Job: Faith and Wisdom in Science.

The Postmodern University: Within this perspective, there is hostility towards
metanarrative, i.e. any claim to a universal story or truth claim. That’s your tribe,
your truth or your language game. The arts (aesthetic) culture sphere dominates
this arena. The mood is to deconstruct power regimes and truth claims as attempts
to gain oppressive control over others. I am working on a book called The Great
Escape from Nihilism, which addresses this perspective. It is largely atheistic,
although some Christian have a take on late modernity through hermeneutics
discussion (Jens Zimmermann at TWU, Hermeneutics: a very short history).
These people strongly question the hegemony and pure objevitivty of Science; the
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critique points out the colossal wars and environmental destruction that
technology and capitalist greed lead us into. Truth and morality are constructed by
the individual; we are world-makers as well as self-makers. Late modernity
entails a celebration of pluralism, difference and diversity; no one is superior or
authoritative. Brad Gregory calls it the age of hyperpluralism. Human issues such
as justice are on the front burner with strong concern to hear the weaker minority
voice, marginalized and oppressed. Campus location: literature, social sciences,
environmental studies, humanities, education, gender studies, geography, gay and
lesbian studies, the arts, some in nursing science. It is heavily about identity and
the freedom to question everything, the Hermeneutical way of seeing the world
and is dominant in Continental philosophy. Language games are the way to
understand various claims to truth. Late modernity has a tendency to be quite
relativistic.
Key books include: Jean Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition; Crystal L. Downing, How
Postmodernism Serves (My) Faith: Questioning Truth in Language, Philosophy and Art. IVP.
2006. Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton, Truth is Sranger than it Used to Be. Calvin Shrag,
The Self After Postmodernity. These issues became prominent in the 1990s. The approach of art,
poetry, music is much more effective, telling one’s individual story. Eugene Peterson gets it in
Practice Resurrection. David Bentley Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite; Alasdair MacIntyre, Three
Versions of Moral Inquiry. Hans Urs von Balthasar writes about God’s beauty in his theology.
Anthony Thiselton, Interpreting God and the Postmodern Self. There is a phenomenal essay in
First Things written by a graduate student Jimmy Myers called “Can Beauty Save Us?”
(www.firstthings.com)

Two Cultural Worlds, Two Narratives: Early and Late Modernity
Modern Markers

Postmodern Markers

Unity is celebrated
Universal knowledge
Transcendent knowing subject
(cogito ergo sum)
One Material World
Secular Scientific Metanarrative
Myth of Progress
Science & Technology
Optimistic spirit/ethos
European Closed Canon
Western/northern world dominance
(confidence and superiority)
Naturalistic
Scientific Humanism
Self-discovery
Players: Descartes, Hume, Kant
Anglo-American Philosophy
Language is Descriptive

difference/plurality
various competing interpretations
deconstructed uncertain subject
(posture of doubt)
many constructed worlds
many local or tribal stories
cynicism about myths and progress
Arts & Poetry, Education
pessimistic/cynical spirit
open canon: minorities/marginalized
skepticism re: hegemony of the West
(post-colonial)
Nihilistic
post-humanist
self-invention
Nietzsche, Foucault, Derrida
Continental Philosophy
Language is Expressive
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Michel Foucault, popular postmodern intellectual: “I have a dream of an intellectual who
destroys self-evidences and universalities, who locates and points out in the inertias and
constraints of the present the weak points, the openings, the lines of stress; who
constantly displaces himself, not knowing exactly where he’ll be or what he’ll think
tomorrow, because he is too attentive to the present.”
Notes on Moral Relativism on Campus The perspective of individual relativism
dominates the mindset of a good number of university students today. They go with the
flow and develop, rather uncritically, moral values that are quite subjective and without
external standards or norms, nor do they have significant grounding. One could say that
their moral values have a certain therapeutic quality to them, rooted in feelings and
appear largely uncritical (floating in space). They have absorbed from the culture that one
has a right to one's own private morality, whatever that might entail by the end of four
years of undergraduate study. The phrase: “Hey, it's my journey into adulthood; let me
explore it my way.”
The individual relativist (sometimes called a soft relativist) often makes up morality as
life unfolds, sometimes choosing from different religious and philosophical traditions; it
is taken to be a matter for self-construction. There is nothing transcendent, objective or
systematic about values; moral convictions belong strictly to an individual's free and
personal choice. Tolerance then becomes a necessary sanction of an individual's views or
opinions, so we can loosely get along within a pluralistic values society. It promotes the
outlook that there are no absolutes, no right or wrong, no transcendent source of the good,
only individual or social constructions, personal values within a marketplace of possible
options. Brilliant Notre Dame Sociologist Christian Smith (Souls in Transition)
articulates the mood this way in his award-winning 2009 book on 18-23 year olds. He
notes the following characteristics in this generation:
•
•
•
•
•

soft ontological antirealists
epistemological skeptics (question everything)
perspectivalists (various ways to see this; mine is only one among many alternatives)
in subjective isolation (following my own unique path)
constructivists: building my self and my morality from the ground up (often rejecting the
tradition of my parents)
• moral intuitionists (how I feel about a situation or decision is the most important factor)

Sociologist Christian Smith also writes about a disturbing, broadly based, crossdenominational, religious movement among young people in America called Moral
Therapeutic Deism. God is placed in the precarious position of being there to bless me
and get me to heaven as long as I am a good kid.
The CBC Ideas Series entitled “The Myth of the Secular”, with interviewer David
Cayley, offers some excellent cultural analysis by top intellectuals. It is based on the
work of Charles Taylor in his landmark book: A Secular Age. An introdcution of Taylor’s
work can be found in James K.A. Smith, How (Not) to be Secular: Reading Charles
Taylor.
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The Power of Listening: If you have one hour with someone, spend 45 minutes
prayerfully, attentively asking probing questions. Seed the whole dialogue with love,
curiosity and appreciation. The goal is to penetrate the cherished beliefs of your friend or
dialogue partner with questions, not answers or presumptions, all the time assuming a
state of seeking and exploration. It is not cool to appear too certain; you might scare him
off. Offer some humor and self-critique to mix it up. Take a detective posture or that of
an investigative reporter, digging deeper to get the whole story. This will assist your
connection and communication immensely. Successful blogger Seth Godin calls ours a
connection economy; it’s all about building trust and openness, inspiring people, showing
genuine interest. Below are some sample questions to kick-start a conversation.
1. What do you perceive as the driving aspirations of people today?
2. Do you think people are interested in the common good or are they only out for
their own self-interest? What good are you passionate about?
3. Where do you see yourself moving philosophically at the moment? New
convictions? Deconstruction of past beliefs? Disillusioned? Hopeful? Passionate?
Cynical?
4. What gives your life hope, meaning, strength and direction at the moment? Where
are you struggling?
5. What figure or author has most profoundly influenced or inspired you?
6. What do you think makes people cynical these days? Where does this current
malaise come from? Where are things broken in our culture? How did we get to this
level of greed and irresponsibility in the twenty-first century?
7. Do you think human flourishing comes from pursuit of individual freedom and
self-fulfilment or the pursuit of some empathic contribution to another human being?
8. Are you more at home in the arts or the sciences?
9. Are there questions that science cannot ask?
10. Why do you think it is important to ask some of the Big Life Questions while you
are young?
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Discussion About Worldviews
Contextualizing a person’s convictions can really help focus your discussion. It is key
that we incarnate the love of God. We begin from a platform of agape love: listen, show
respect, try to understand, i.e. serve them patiently and responsibly. This does not mean
that you cannot ask some important, or tough, questions; tough love can be quite
effective. Here we are getting more specific on someone’s beliefs, outlook or ideology—
their philosophical framework. The insights below have offered a major breakthrough
insight for many students on campus and freed up their discussions. It is an aspect of
hermeneutics.
Three Major Worldview Categories
Naturalism: matter alone exists; no God exists; the spiritual is superstition or myth, to be
replaced by scientific knowledge.
Pantheism: spirit exists; all is God and God is all; Atman is Brahman (the individual soul
longs to be united with the world soul); the material world is maya or illusion)
Theism: matter and spirit both exist; God is the transcendent creator, separate from the
world; God communicates to the world and his goodness grounds human morality; there
is a strong belief in the methods of science here as well; science is not opposed to religion
within this view). Access to God varies among the three theistic religions. All have a text
and a history.
Naturalism believes the least about the world; Christian theism believes in the most
sophisticated, subtle or complex explanation. See James Sire, The Universe Next
Door: a worldview catalogue; Arthur Holmes, Contours of a Christian Worldview;
Walsh & Keesmaat, Colossians Remixed. A whole gamut of positions, from the most
militant atheism to the most orthodox traditional theisms are represented and
defended somewhere in our society. We often move in and out of various worldviews
carried by different groups and institutions all the time. Learning worldview language
is basic to apologetics, and a necessary skill in today’s pluralistic society.
Dr. Dan Osmond, University of Toronto, School of Medicine: “Whether we realize it or
not, all university people have some sort of a view according to which they select,
organize and interpret knowledge. Similarly, their behaviour is governed by a moral code
[or style] of their choosing. Such views and codes differ widely in their validity and
content as well as the quality of the behaviour that they engender.”
Charles Taylor, Professor Emeritus Philosophy McGill University (paraphrased): A
worldview is a picture that holds us captive; it involves our overall take on human life
and its cosmic surroundings. It is the background to our thinking, within whose terms it is
carried on, but which is often largely unformulated, and to which we can frequently
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imagine no alternative. It includes aspects or features of the way experience and thought
are shaped and cohere. It is something invisible, which people inhabit and it gives shape
to what they experience, feel, opine, and see. It is like a set of philosophical glasses, or
preunderstanding. Depending on which worldview has taken us captive, we can either see
the transcendent as a threat, a dangerous temptation, a distraction, and as an obstacle to
our greatest good. Or we can read it as answering to our deepest craving, need,
fulfillment of the good life.
New in Gord Carkner’s Writing Toolkit: Escape from Nihilism: rediscovering our
place in late modernity This work in progress builds an apologetic from Nihilism to
robust trinitarian Christian faith. It is focused on dialogue with interlocutors outside the
Christian community. It is a challenge to the contemporary ideology of cynicism.
Tests for a Good Worldview
a. Coherence: justified by internal coherence and coherence with one’s other
knowledge and beliefs.
b. Empirical Openness: it is a conviction that maintains openness to new information
rather than being based on a limited database (self-critical and open to questions
from outside versus head-in-the-sand dogmatic). Critical Realism is a term used.
c. Personal Relevance: must be livable and fruitful sociologically—promote the
personal and common good.
d. Explains other Worldviews: understands them and how they relate to one’s
convictions rather than just being rejected out of hand as a system of thought
without any truth-value. Other views are respected for the level of their truth
value and not superficially written off or explained away. Each one has some
insights into human nature or the world.
Important Note: The ability to think, dialogue and examine arguments and evidence
within the context of worldview gives a tremendous edge, latitude and creativity to any
discussion. It liberates and opens up the field of discussion rather than getting it trapped
in a corner or dead end, or becoming reduced to a tug-of-war contest between your
opinion and mine. By all means, one ought to apply emotional intelligence and good
humour. Key books to assist you: E.F. Schumacher, A Guide for the Perplexed. (reductionism)
James Sire, Why Believe Anything at All? (epistemology); Jens Zimmermann, Hermeneutics: a
very short introduction.; the literature of Dostoyevski, such as The Brothers Karamozov as a
point of entry to one’s worldview or a provocative movie such as Woody Allen’s Crimes and
Misdemeanors (can we have ethics without God?); Walker Percy (Lost in the Cosmos); Viktor
Frankl (Man’s Search for Meaning); or Charles Taylor, The Malaise of Modernity, is another
intriguing transition author. Glenn Tinder The Political Meaning of Christianity: essay “Can we
be good without God?” Find some worldview books or blogs that work for you and open

up intriguing discussions about meaning. Everyone is trying to make sense of the world.
Movies like The Life of Pi and also Eat, Pray, Love offer insight into worldview
exploration. New Age is a mixture of worldviews (pantheism and Western secularism).
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Questions to Probe a Personal Worldview
Sometimes it is helpful to let the big name philosophers and theologians help you with the heavy
lifting, people like David Bentley Hart, Alister McGrath, Charles Taylor and Alvin Plantinga.
Ask God for worldview wisdom and discernment. This is what we call meta-understanding. It
can put a lot of details in context. Remember, we are all self-interpreting animals.
1. Could you identify and define for me the framework of your present philosophical
stance? Your favorite thinker? Where do you position or locate yourself in the current
plural world of convictions? What resonates with you? What influences have shaped this?
2. Questions regarding its coherence, unity or consistency as a view of reality. Does not
work for the postmodern who celebrates contradictions, paradox and difference.
3. Is your view open to the data of other people’s experience or do you have your mind
made up? Closed or open stance? For example, agnostics are more open than atheists.
4. Use the three major worldview frames above to probe more deeply into the details; get all
the facts and insights you can.
5. Look for the person’s interpretive paradigm, the intellectual grid through which they sift
ideas and issues (philosophical glasses). E.g. Marxism, feminism, scientific materialism,
environmentalism, nihilism, New Age, Yoga, or some form of liberation. This reveals
what Charles Taylor calls their hypergood or dominant value. It is vital for you to
understand this core dominating and controlling good, in order to understand a person at
a deeper level.
6. Ask the questions of the livability and relevance of their view: the Pragmatic Life Test.
How does it improve human life or solve human problems, promote more justice or hope,
feed the poor, heal racial relations, help with global warming? Does it have power to
promote the common good? How far can the assumptions be taken without promoting
evil or destructive consequences?
7. Are you happy with your present views or are you shopping around for something better?
People have emotions around their cherished beliefs, so tread carefully. They also get
bored sometimes when their worldview no longer answers their questions, or the data of
their experience does not fit: e.g. birth of a baby.
8. Intrigue or redirect to get conversation unstuck: Could you define the God you do not
believe in? Were you brought up an atheist or did you arrive at that logically over time;
are you convinced of the hope that atheism offers the world? Are they a naïve or
reflective atheist, Buddhist, Muslim, etc.? Many people need to be encouraged to slow
down and think about their life and its trajectory. The unexamined life is not necessarily
healthy.
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Key Posture: the pursuit of full knowledge, a more robust story or one might even
explore the need for a whole new human narrative (Jeremy Rifkin) beyond individualism,
greed, violence, and aggressive behavior. Why rule out the supernatural when it inspires
so many billions of people? Naturalism often lacks explanatory power and is selfcontradictory: David Bentley Hart The Experience of God: Being, Consciousness, Bliss;
Thomas Nagel, Mind and Cosmos; Alvin Plantinga, Where the Conflict Really Lies.
Other Important Insights on the Language of Secularism
Sometimes, we are handicapped by the language we use. Charles Taylor’s prize-winning
tome A Secular Age (Chapter Fifteen “The Immanent Frame”) is a major contribution to
the analysis of our philosophical climate in late modernity. See my blog post on “Charles
Taylor and the Immanent Frame” at ubcgcu.org He traces how we moved from theism to
deism to atheism in the West over 500 years, and how we can construct or set up the
current dialogue in a fruitful way. He sees a three-corned debate between Christian
faith/humanism, exclusive (scientific) humanism and Nietzschean (postmodern) antihumanism. Taylor focuses attention here, feeling that this is where the greatest increase
in understanding of our modern identity is available to our study and reflection. Who
indeed are we late moderns asks Charles Taylor? What are the possibilities for dialogue
between people with such divergent philosophical and ethical positions in our age of
difference and hyperpluralism? How can we live and work together in a positive way?
What are the poetic and prophetic connectors, the interpretive keys to unlock the closed
mind, and broaden the horizon of the contemporary spiritual imagination? To accomplish
this, we must seek to recover language that has been buried philosophically as part of a
long-term quest in our apologetic. Taylor writes about the difference between
epistemological and hermeneutical approaches to language:
Our language has lost, and needs to have restored, its constitutive power. This means that
we can deal instrumentally with realities around us but their deeper meaning (background
in which they exist) the higher reality which finds expression in them, is ignored and
invisible. Our language has lost the power to Name things in their embedding, their
deeper and higher reality. The current incapacity of language is a crucial factor in our
incapacity of seeing and being; our vision and our lives are reduced and flattened.

He documents a major change in the social imaginary, outlook (world picture) or
interpretive background, the way things seem or make sense to us. This change speaks to
what is plausible; it is a shift in ethos and includes people’s basic sensibilities, their
assumptions and perceptions about the way things really are. Taylor has noted the human
flourishing becomes the main focus of life in our current period of unbelief in the
transcendent or divine. We have moved from a transcendent to an immanent worldview
from a world picture where indeed God was one’s ultimate good for the majority of
citizens, to one where human flourishing in itself is now the ultimate good or end of life.
Every person and every society inescapably lives by some conception of human
flourishing (fulfilled life, one worth living, one we admire). It is often inscribed in
ancient moral codes, philosophical theories, or religious practices and devotion.
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Taylor does not believe in the demise of religion in our age, but instead claims that we
are in pursuit of more, not less, spirituality today, revealing what he calls the “Nova
Effect” of multiple spiritual journeys. In fact, he speaks of multiple modernities. Western
modernities are the fruit of new inventions, newly constructed self-understanding and
related practices; they cannot be explained in terms of perennial features of human life.
They are rooted in new consciousness, new sense of self and a new world picture. We
want to become sensitive to these developments.
He does in the end raise the tough question: “Does the best life involve us seeking or
acknowledging or serving a good which is beyond (independent of) mere human
flourishing? In this pursuit, he suggests the need for a recovery of the thickness of
language. One form of secularity (exclusive humanism) is the first time in history that a
purely self-sufficient humanism came to be a widely available option, where human
flourishing remained the ultimate goal, and where there was an eclipse of all goals
beyond this goal. Many of our current spiritual journeys, however, do not end in
immanence, atheism or secularity, but end in belief in God and traditional faith system
(e.g. Francis of Assissi, T.S. Eliot, Walker Percy, Flannery O’Connor, Gerard Manley
Hopkins, G.K. Chesterton, Thérèse de Lisieux). It entails a move, a transcendent turn
towards agape love, a love which God has for us and in which we can participate through
his power. It can transform and mobilize us beyond mere human perfection.
Many of the great founding moves of a new spiritual direction in history involve a
transformation of the frame in which people thought, felt and lived before. Atheist
Parisian philosopher Julia Kristeva writes about The Incredible Need to Believe. She sees
Christianity as a foundation for humanism. These searchers bring into view something
beyond the frame, which at the same time changes the meaning of all the elements of the
frame. Things make sense in a whole new way. A new poetic language can serve to help
people find their way back to the transcendent, back to the God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
and Jesus. Poetry can lead to epiphany or revelation; it can connect us with something
deeper and higher: e.g. the poetic realization of a transcendent agape love. Poetry can
have performative force: G.M. Hopkins, T.S. Eliot, Malcolm Guite. Bestselling author
Matthew Crawford follows a similar theme of breaking out of some of the restrictions of
early modernity in The World Beyond Your Head.

Approaches to Dialogue and Bridge-building with the Moral Good
Charles Taylor offers a way to recover an ancient but lost language for today in his
Sources of the Self (1989), discovered in the research of my Ph.D. thesis on the
brokenness of the self and the crisis of identity in a postmodern world. His challenge in a
day of innovation, radical self-construction or self-invention, is to ask what are the goods
that you and I are relating to, and in what community and what historical context? This
offers some balance to the current rhetoric of radical freedom—a rhetoric which is often
bereft of the good. Tension exists between the quest for freedom and the quest for the
good, as most people feel the need to pursue freedom of expression and action, first and
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foremost. The movie: Wall Street: money never sleeps kicks in a great discussion about
such values. For approaches to dialogue and bridge-building with the good see my
CRUX article: Summer 2008, pp. 21-28: “Charles Taylor and the Recovery of the
Qualitative Good for Renewal of Ethical Dialogue?” The deeper structure of this
discussion is highlighted in a blog series call Qualities of the Will. Environmental
theologian Steven Bouma-Prediger from Hope College offers a recovery of virtues as a
form of human excellence in For the Beauty of the Earth. This is a very vital point of
discussion. The good is also often carried in a community and a narrative; goods
empower people morally. Discover how the good can shape the arc of your dialogue.
1. Try to discover the goods (values, human qualities, virtues, ideals) in your friend
or dialogue partner. What are their instincts with respect to the good? Are they
embracing or running from the good? It is one thing to see the good and another
to embrace it in all its vulnerability and cost. What good or goods motivate, shape
them and their outlook, moves their world?
2. Get to know them well enough to understand what is their ‘hypergood’ (dominant
and controlling good)—something in their ‘heart of hearts’ or core motivation.
This is key to connecting with them at the deepest level, finding that common
ground, breaking through suspicion and building trust.
3. Spiritual Entry: Discern what they consider the sources of this good (invented,
self, nature, God, fantasy/mythology). Where do they look for inspiration? Where
do they find their metaphors for living? This is the motivation question, the
constitutive good. Who is their community? Their favorite songs or movie often
reveal this.
4. Affirm what you can in all of this, and begin your dialogue on this positive
common platform: e.g. respect for others, concern for the environment, protection
of the poor or exploited, social justice, love of children, concern about global
warming. You will also find much that you disagree with, but your common cause
is what they consider the good. Spend a good amount of time talking about this
and understanding it.
5. Dialogue on sources of the good: Respectfully reveal to them some of your
common and also divergent commitments. Share something of how God’s
goodness has transformed you and the joy you experience when mediating this
goodness to others. Share some of the stories you have heard where the good is
motivated by God.
6. In love, challenge them that maybe they have left out some of the most important
goods in life, things that could animate their existence, give them hope and
courage. This can skew or confuse their perceptions of reality. The gaps in a
person’s moral worldview are telling and can be harmful to them and others.
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Ultimately, it is God’s goodness that is the measure of all human attempts, human
constructions of the good. This is a major gift to our humanity and our human
flourishing. His glorious goodness (Psalm 107) is our final or ultimate aspiration or
marker. This should keep us humble in our approach; human standards are always
insecure, transient, subject to will to power, tribalism, self-interest and conflicts of
interpretation. D. Stephen Long in his brilliant book, The Goodness of God, writes:
The task of Christian ethics is to explain the church’s relationship to other social
formations as they develop, die, and mutate into different forms. It will do this by
recognizing God’s goodness as that against which all things are measured (including the
church). This task will remain as long as those other formations exist. It is a task where
our primary vocation is to bear witness to God’s goodness. Such a goodness is not natural
to us, although God seeks to share it with us. It is a gift, the gift of Jesus Christ. He is
God’s goodness, for God’s goodness is God’s own self.

See also the recent academic book by from Professor R. Scott Smith from Biola
University: In Search of Moral Knowledge: overcoming the fact-value dichotomy. (IVP
Academic, 2014); and the profound statement by veteran Jim Wallis, The (Un)Common
Good: how the gospel brings hope to a world divided. (Brazos, 2014); and finally note
the fine work of David Brooks The Road to Character. (2015) His fifteen-point statement
at the end is a great basis for dialogue on the moral struggle.
H ere

we

have

a

platform

for

dialogue

that

is

creative,

w insom e and life giving. E xplore it for all it’s w orth.

Finally, Make Your Best Case for Jesus, while Expanding the Horizons of Your
Friend’s Worldview.
The Incarnation is a Phenomenal Breakthrough in
Civilization, showing an Intense interest by the Creator in identifying with our
Human Condition and our Suffering.
Note that we have left this to the latter position of our dialogue with skeptics. Don’t let
people settle for a stereotype or a caricature of the Son of God. Errors of perception at
this point are too consequential. “Jesus is public truth.” writes former Bishop Lesslie
Newbigin. He is not here as a hero just for Christians, but has a universal vested interest
in all humans, a powerful reforming influence. Do this while thinking through their
answers to the above questions, integrating the insight, light, truth, beauty and goodness
in their view (Philippians 4:8). If you have listened well, asked probing questions that
reached their deepest self, chances are very good that they will be interested in what you
believe and why. You have earned their attention and respect. They will often draw
this out of you. Your story, that which captivates you and moves your world, now moves
onto their radar of the discussion. Your dialogue just kicked into a higher gear. The
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telling of your story and the Jesus story is up to your creativity and imagination. Use all
your capacities and let God develop them. Don’t get into too much of a routine here, so
that you become like a politician mouthing platitudes or clichés. The Holy Spirit longs to
empower your speech, draw on your background and resource your creativity, to say
things in a very unique manner through you, one that connects and engages your friend.
State your case for the cogency of Christianity in a way that connects to their questions,
convictions and concerns. This is good education practice—build on what the class
already knows. We know Paul’s example in Acts 17, the address to the Athenian
Philosophical Court, the Areopagus, where he uses both proclamation and defense. He
started with a touchstone in their writings (the statue to the unknown god and their poets)
and built out from there. He identified with them, stimulated, intrigued, and encouraged
them towards an adult, mature investigation of something more important than they had
ever imagined. He pushed out the edge of their worldview and stimulated their
imagination.
One Approach Worth Considering Compared with naturalism or pantheism, I believe
that Christianity offers more: a fuller, richer, more open and challenging worldview,
which engages the highest human aspirations and offers something special for human
flourishing. He offers a paradigm shift (Romans 8), a broader horizon and a more
complex story. It affirms both spiritual and physical dimensions of reality and provides a
more ecological and holistic perspective. It offers a trajectory towards human wholeness,
human flourishing and a transformation of society, shalom, a sound and relevant
philosophical and spiritual home. Do you believe that all the longings of all the religions
through all the centuries of mankind’s history find their fulfillment in Christ? Philosopher
Peter Kreeft does:
Our destiny is to be in Christ, with two natures, not Brahma with only one. Eastern
mysticism sees our identity as merely divine and eternal. Western secularism sees it as
merely human and temporal, and Christianity insists on the paradox of the two natures in
one person. (Heaven: the Heart’s Deepest Longing, p. 84.)

Focus on Jesus: Why should we take this Galilean figure seriously? How does he
captivate and challenge us?
•
•
•
•

An exemplary life worthy of our best aspirations; he displays much wisdom
and human insight. He is God’s goodness incarnate.
Promise of his engagement with fundamental human problems and concerns,
such as justice and craving for wholeness, dealing with fear, guilt and shame.
His claim that he was more than just a good teacher: “I and the Father are
one.”
The intriguing hopefulness surrounding his resurrection. Lesslie Newbigin
calls this a singularity, a completely unique event, the beginning of a new
world, a new horizon. His resurrection changes everything.
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•

•

•

•

his basic message offers identity and belonging to many who would be
otherwise marginalized: God cares about human pain and poverty as per the
Sermon on the Mount and Matthew 25. The least of these are his first priority.
the provocative possibility of his offer of intimacy with God and personal
transformation: this helps us rethink who we are, and what we are called to
become.
his promise that human freedom, suffering and evil can be redeemed. He can
take us at our worst (greedy, selfish, bitter, gossipy, addicted, violent) and
make us new people: hopeful, good, generous, and compassionate.
the God who he speaks about and represents is a super generous being. And
the very ground of being itself. His love powers the cosmos and seeks out
individuals in need.
Tools for Telling the Jesus Story in Fresh and Dramatic Ways

Nabeel Qureshi, Seeking Allah Finding Jesus.
Ravi Zacharias, Why Jesus? Rediscovering his truth in an age of mass spirituality.
N.T. Wright, The Challenge of Jesus: Rediscovering Who Jesus Was and Is;
Philip Yancey, The Jesus I Never Knew.
Darrell Johnson: Who is Jesus? (connects Old and New Testaments)
C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity; The Narnia Chronicles.
J.R.R. Tolkein, Lord of the Rings.
Joseph Laconte, The Searchers: a Quest for Faith in the Valley of Doubt; A Hobbit, a
Wardrobe, and a Great War: How J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis Rediscovered Faith,
Friendship, and Heroism in the Cataclysm of 1914-18. (Harper Collins, 2015).
Jim Wallis, The (Un)Common Good. (excellent on the teaching of Jesus in healing
conflicts and divisions)
Films: The Passion; Gospel of John; Jesus Film in several languages; Hamlet as the
antithesis of Jesus; YouTube presentations by top scholars and apologists: Craig,
Zacharias, Wright, .
Poetry: Malcolm Guite, Luci Shaw, David Wesley, Zion album of Hillsong United,
Majestic album by Kari Jobe.
Put yourself in harm’s way and be the vulnerable one. This kind of discussion helps your faith
grow as well. Brené Brown says vulnerability is key to our health and to connecting with others.
Integrate your story and the Jesus story with existential, philosophical and historical insights
(Joseph Loconte, The Searchers; the quest for faith in the valley of doubt). How does Jesus
respond to the questions and issues of our day, to your questions and those of your friend? He
combined feeding of 5000 people with the discourse of the bread of life, raising Lazarus with I
am the resurrection and the life. One of the key questions we can begin to explore is: What would
God be like if he were a human? What is the God of Christianity like, and what do we learn about
him through the life and record of Jesus of Nazareth? This is a search that both parties can
examine from their own perspective. How does Jesus offer hope and communion in today’s
fragmented world? What are the points of contact? Compare Nietzsche and Jesus: Dionysius
versus the Crucified. Jesus in the Koran and the New Testament (Nabeel Qureshi). There are
many different angles that you can explore, either in person or in a blog.
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Which Jesus does your friend have in mind?
There exist today in the minds of people many different versions of Jesus, so don’t
assume you are in any way on the same page. See Ravi Zacharias’ Why Jesus?
Rediscovering his truth in an age of mass marketed spirituality. Cultural interpretation is
a key factor in this dialogue. Few would dispute that Jesus is a historical figure, that he is
public truth. Islam sees him as the second most important prophet. He is a major culture
driver all around the world; his life has had huge impact (David Bentley Hart, Atheist
Delusions). But so often, it depends on which version makes a person or group
comfortable, which form of Jesus resonates with the cause, even within the church.
Which version do we want to believe? There is the blond-haired, blued-eyed Jesus that
Malcolm X despised; to him, this Jesus is a white racist and bigot. Others prefer the
revolutionary Jesus who looks more like Ché Guavera of Liberation Theology, a freedom
fighter, passionate to overthrow an oppressive government and give the money from the
rich to the poor. There is the Capitalist Jesus who justifies the wealth and hoarding of the
privileged classes. Yet others want a Jesus who fits the children's storybook genre: gentle,
sweet and loving. Many Global North skeptics, agnostics and atheists are happy with a
good moral teacher, a Jesus who is safe and innocuous; this group usually has little
concern for the actual content of what he taught (that might clash with their values) or
who he actually claimed to be.
Let's not forget the feel-good Jesus of the Moral Therapeutic Deism crowd (Christian
Smith) who is my Facebook friend, there to make me feel alright, to bless all my desires
and goals and to give me just what I want, including heaven. Or worse, there is the Jesus
of the health and wealth gospel who will make me rich and successful, if I play my cards
right and go through self-help assertiveness training. There seems to be a different Jesus
of the political right and left? He is depicted in a variety of motifs in films and plays:
Jesus of Montreal, Godspell, Jesus Christ Superstar, The Passion, The Gospel of John.
American civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. saw Jesus as someone who could end
segregation and bring equality of opportunity between blacks and whites—he would
bring equality of the races. He could produce the beloved community from all nations and
tribes of the world. Bishop Desmond Tutu was assured that Jesus teaching could end the
injustice of Apartheid in South Africa and bring reconciliation and healing to a nation
torn apart. There is a lot to talk about in these images.
There is a tendency for these groups to dress Jesus in their own ideological style, to
create a Jesus who works for them. There exist in circulation today various reduced
interpretations of Jesus of Nazareth, made in the image of these various tribes, complete
with their own interests and agenda of the right or left. Some are a horribly distorted
caricature. So for a start, we need to begin our dialogue finding out which version of
Jesus our interlocutor friend perceives to match their view, and how they came to that
conclusion. What questions do they have about the man from Galilee? Are they willing to
hear what he claims as identity for himself, to reckon with the whole Jesus whatever the
implications? Jesus challenges us at the same time with his Lordship (Luke 6).
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The New Testament documents record the radical servant-like attitude that lent power
and credibility to Jesus’ teachings. He has truly led humanity in the expression of
compassion and humility, as well as in anger against evil, corruption and hypocrisy. Jesus
combined a realistic understanding of human nature with a robust vision for what human
beings could become by following him. His basic message offers identity and belonging
to many who would be otherwise alone and marginalized. There is much promise of his
engagement with fundamental human problems and concerns, such as craving for
wholeness, dealing with fear and shame. His words have tested and challenged the minds
and hearts of millions for twenty centuries. He is today an international hero, a lighthouse
for goodness and integrity, an inner-directed leader. It is strategic to connect the
immanent with the transcendent. Take people as far as they are willing to go. He
represents the most graphic, intriguing and provocative communication from outside our
time-space-energy-matter existence.
There are re-enchantment signs from around the globe. Belief in God is animating
cultures and peoples in the millions—food for the poor, hospitals, fresh water, mosquito
nets, medical help, schools, orphanages, environmental concern. Research references:
Rodney Stark, The Rise of Christianity; One True God: Historical Consequences of
Monotheism. On the history of Christian transformation of society, see David Bentley
Hart’s Atheist Delusions. Below is an imaginative exercise we produced on the UBC
campus with students.
Jesus is the Yes and Amen to it All
His divine power has given us everything we need for a godly life through our knowledge of him who called
us by his own glory and goodness. Through these, he has given us his very great and precious promises, so
that through them you may participate in the divine nature, having escaped the corruption in the world
caused by evil desires. For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to
goodness, knowledge; and to knowledge, self-control; and to self-control, perseverance; and to
perseverance, godliness; and to godliness, mutual affection; and to mutual affection, love. For if you
possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from becoming ineffective and
unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. (II Peter 1: 3-8)

In II Corinthians 1, the Apostle Paul writes that Jesus is the Yes and the Amen to it
all. Below find some reflections on what this might mean. GCU Blog: ubcgcu.org
•

Colossians 1: 15-20 speaks of Jesus as the source and “glue" of creation and the
purpose or end (telos) of creation, both the alpha and omega. He is more than
13.8 billion light years of time. He is above all things in creation and at the same
time the ground of creation (the very ground of being itself), without which
nothing would exist, without which this very text would be meaningless. All the
fullness of God dwells in him (he is God with us--Emmanuel). He is God
incarnate (fully God and fully man as per the Athanasian view); in him, God’s
eternity connects with creation’s temporality. It is through Christ that all things
are reconciled to God—providing the source and basis of healing relationships,
both divine and human, the prince (champion) of peace. He is the cornerstone or
foundation of the church, through which he is most visible and present to the
world by means of the Holy Spirit.
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• He is the fulfillment of all the promises made to the patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, Israel,
etc.) and the prophetic utterances and longings of the Old Testament, the Jewish
Messiah, fulfilling the promise of redemption, renewal, justice and reform. He is
the mysterious Son of Man spoken about in ancient Hebrew discourse. Jesus is
prophet, priest and king. His is the final priestly sacrifice for the sins of
mankind. He is also a poet, firing the imagination with his life-giving, inspiring
teaching, causing us to rethink our identity and purpose, our vices and virtues. His
represents both a unique and universal story, real story, an anchor for a powerful
human narrative (its very architecture). He calls humanity to a new level of
existence, a journey upward, calling us to a new level of responsibility for the
Other, for personal choices and values and for creation.
• He is the wisdom of God and the power of God, the nexus of faith and reason. As
divine logos (John 1), he is the transcendent word made flesh, the
underwriter/guarantor of all human thought and all language. He is the raison
d’etre of it all, the meaning of it all, the answer to the deeper questions: Why are
we here? What is our calling? Where are we going? We are called to take captive
(recalibrate) all thought to his Lordship, his oversight, his scrutiny. He is the end
point of every human spiritual, moral and philosophical aspiration to make sense
of our existence on planet earth. He has renewed and healed the current broken
semiotic relationship between word and world (James Davison Hunter). He is
public truth (Newbigin) and this truth leads out into wider truth about all of
reality. He makes sense of life itself revealing its (often hidden) purpose and telos.
This wisdom provides a framework and a profound motivation for our thinking
and reflection.Humanites Scholar Jen Zimmermann at Trinity Western University
captures it:
Christ the creative wisdom of God, and God’s active Word in creation, is enfleshed in the
temporal-historical dimension of our world as the concrete Jewish Messiah, Jesus the Christ....
This is the Word through whom all things were made, and the Word hid in the eternal bosom of
God, the Word who spoke through the prophets, the Word whose mighty acts defined the history
of Israel. In Jesus the Christ this Word has become flesh, and the eternal has become temporal, but
without ceasing to be eternal.... In Christ temporality and eternity are conjoined.... In the
incarnation, creation, the world, time and history have been taken up into the God-man, who is the
center of reality.... Faith and reason are inseparable because their unity is in Christ. (J.
Zimmermann, 2012a, pp. 264-5)

• He is the complete human, a fullness of humanity, the true imago dei. He is the
presence of God in the world, heaven come to earth. He is a master exemplar, a
gift to us to direct our passions and show us the way to live robustly, honestly and
justly. He came to take us higher, out of the murky shadows and into the light, to
show us the infinite goodness and agape love of God and to transform culture
thereby. He is this infinite goodness enfleshed in (communicated by) a human
body, a bridge to divine goodness (D. Stephen Long), an archetype of goodness.
He is the renewed image that we long for in our honest moments, the most
excellent representative of God on earth. His kingdom teaching in the Sermon on
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the Mount offers a bright source of weighty hope for our species (Jim Wallis, The
(Un)Common Good), for the reconciliation of all things. Dietrich Bonhoeffer

broadens our relationship to culture:
To be realistic, to live authentically in the world and before God, is to live as if the whole of
reality has already been drawn up into and held together in Christ.... [It is] a fundamental
hermeneutical claim to participate realistically and responsibly in the reconciliation of humanity in
Christ. (Bonhoeffer, DBWE, 6: 55, 223)

• Jesus is perlocutionary speech act, God’s most powerful communication to human ears
and lives (Kevin Vanhoozer). He addresses us, calls our name, calls us forward
into an adventuresome life. His words (e.g. the Sermon on the Mount) are a
phenomenal culture driver that has helped to shape the West in positive ways. His
compassion for the needy and broken is a sign that God has not given up on us.
His resurrection is a starting point, a singularity that cannot be explained by
anything else; it stands as a huge revelation, an epiphany, a new beginning, a
brilliant hope for change, for renewed relationships. Through him, we have been
identified and called into a new community, given a new identity as royal priests
(I Peter) and the people of God. He is the hermeneutic of a new reconciled
humanity, drawn from all the nations of the globe, committed to bless and make
peace, to be compassionate, to live with integrity (shalom), to shine a moral light.
• He is the Suffering Servant who empathizes with our human struggles, brokenness,
alienation and pain, the wounded healer (Henri Nouwen). He has suffered and
does suffer for individuals, society and the world (I Peter); it is a redemptive,
deeply meaningful suffering. This suffering is patient and has deep and profound
purpose: it is a love that is stronger than death. He is compassion for the
vulnerable, shedding tears for the city, the corporation and the university; at the
same time, he is anger against exploitation, marginalization and injustice. His
Lordship is our home, our safe space of renewal or refuge from the challenges,
tragedies and transitions of life. His way will help make sense of, interpret, and
exegete life; it will give us courage to live authentically on the moral high ground,
to contribute moral capital and capacity to society, to fight for the common good
(Jim Wallis, Ibid.).
• Marquette theologian D. Stephen Long wraps up this thought:
Jesus reveals to us not only who God is, but also what it means to be truly human. This true
humanity is not something we achieve on our own; it comes to us as a gift ... The reception of this
gift contains an ineliminable element of mystery that will always require faith. Jesus in his life,
teaching, death and resurrection and ongoing presence in the church and through the Holy Spirit ...
orders us towards God. He directs our passions and desires towards that which can finally fulfill
them and bring us happiness ... [and] reveal to us what it means to be human. (D.S. Long, 2001,
pp. 106-7)
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In conclusion, sociologist James Davison Hunter highlights the implications of Jesus as
Yes and Amen to it all:
Pursuit, identification, the offer of life through sacrificial love—this is what God’s faithful
presence means. It is a quality of commitment that is active, not passive; intentional, not
accidental; covenantal, not contractual. In the life of Christ we see how it entailed his complete
attention. It was a whole-hearted, not half-hearted; focused and purposeful, nothing desultory
about it. His very name, Immanuel, signifies all of this—“God with us”—in our presence. (J.D.
Hunter, 2010, p. 243)

We commend to you this Jesus, this Christ, this Icon of God, this Hope of the World, this
Metaphor of meaningful life, this Incarnate Truth, this means to know and glorify God,
this True Humanity, this Inspiration of Research, this Ultimate Reality, this Strong
Purpose, this Love that is Stronger than Death and the Ground of Reality.
Respond to the Emergent Tough Questions
Hope you have found some things to think about. Just one more thing: Once we get
into a rigorous engagement, whether at an International Camp, at the gym, on the bus,
at the office or on campus, the tough questions automatically come to the surface. We
need to be ready to entertain them with grace, wit and wisdom. This is a really
healthy sign that your friend is now engaged by the dialogue and not passively at a
distance or arms length. They are genuinely searching through the popular reasons
why they think intelligent people, should reject Christianity or at least call it into
question. You will hear many of these questions over and over in various versions:
Tim Keller, The Reason for God is a popular version of responses to such questions. I
have respect for Keller as a pastor who willingly sits down with the artists and
entrepreneurs of Manhattan to discuss their questions after a sermon. Michael Green
and I wrote Ten Myths about Christianity a few years ago and it has helped many
people in many countries to enter the faith dialogue. You can still find it on Amazon.
Sidenote: Apologetics Canada http://www.apologeticscanada.com/conference-2016/
began as a response to this tremendous need in 18 to 30 year old persons: March 4-5
Abbotsford. Institute for Apologetics at ACTS with Paul Chamberlain run period
Apologetics Fireside seminars.
Some of the Questions that You May Encounter
Jesus could not really be divine; I can accept him as a good moral teacher, but not as the
Son of God.
The Bible has a thousand authors and translations and put together over such a long
period of time, that it cannot be trusted.
Suffering in the world just does not give us credible reason to believe in a good and just
God. How can God allow the evil of a group like Boko Haram?
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Christianity is patriarchal and oppresses women.
There are so many religions; how can Christianity claim any unique status? That’s
arrogant!
There is a majority of atheists on an average campus; intelligent enlightened people tend
to reject the supernatural as their knowledge and awareness grows.
Christianity does not meet the criteria of good science; science shows miracles are
impossible. Science has replaced religion. Thus, I cannot believe in a resurrection.
Strong people do not need religion as a prop to their emotional health.
Methodology for Handling Questions While Keeping Your Cool
1. Deflate the tension by slowing things down—one question at a time. Thanks for
that good question. You have a very active mind.
2. Do not be defensive or reactionary: respect, relax, tell a joke. Cut down the
emotional factor. Avoid the lizard brain discussions that only end in argument.
3. Try to clarify the question being asked. The real question might be at a deeper
level. Evidence for God could really mean ‘Why did he let my father die?’ Your
detective skills are helpful here.
4. Put the question in perspective: separate the majors from the minors. Prioritize
them. Majors include: Divinity of Jesus, Resurrection, Authority of Christian Text or
Canon.
5. Be deadly honest about your present level of knowledge on the subject, but respect
the value of the question. It is better to be humble than to be made the fool. Say you’ll
look into it or ask someone and get back another day.
7. Try to move to the central issue: Who is Jesus and why did he live and die among
us? How does he offer hope to the world?
8. Ask the question back to them towards comradery: Let’s work on this together; if
you were a Christian how do you think you would answer that question?
9. Finally, try to determine the level of importance of an individual question. Is it
bait, prejudice, serious concern, tragically important—my world is collapsing
based on the problem of such unjust suffering of children or Syrian refugees.
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At the End of a Particular Conversation: I am glad that you are examining life at this
level. Many people do not care about these big questions. I think these issues are so
important for us to deal with. Let’s both think about them and get back together in a
week or two. Can I ask you to think about a couple things in the meantime? How do
you make sense of the world? Where do you go for help when you are struggling with
a personal problem? How do we escape cynicism and find a solid vision for life, to
face reality in its fullness?
God Season and Empower Your Speech and Dialogue
Clarification of the Concept of Faith
Faith is not wishful thinking, or the opposite of evidence, nor is it anti-science. Faith is a
critical, reasonable trust (chairs, cars, doctors, bankers, husbands, mentors, professors).
Clearly with all the scams today, there is good faith and bad faith. But we cannot live
without faith. I blog about the relationship between faith and reason (e.g. Can We Make
Peace between Faith and Reason?) at ubcgcu.org.
Good faith is a positive, hopeful openness to the fullness of reality and all the knowledge
that is there to be apprehended (E.F. Schumacher, A Guide for the Perplexed; Jens
Zimmermann, Hermeneutics: a very short history); it is the opposite of cynicism and
reductionism, or paranoia about will to power. Of course, the object of our faith makes all
the difference. We should never ride home with a drunk driver. In fact, current cultural
superstitions, fantasies and self-deceptions are the enemy of good faith; they keep us
from reality (Matthew B. Crawford, The World Beyond Your Head). We don’t want to
build our lives on sand. David Adams Richards (God Is, p.154) writes, “Faith is
important because all of mankind’s other concerns are actually unsolvable without faith.”
Cynicism will not solve problems; it folds its arms in a cold, self-righteous stance, going
nowhere.
Charles Taylor has much to say about how science does not logically exclude religion or
replace it in Chapter Fifteen of A Secular Age. People can discover faith within a secular
or immanent frame. He exposes the prejudices of a Closed World System that closes its
doors to faith in anything beyond time-space-energy-matter concerns (the transcendent).
David Bentley Hart (The Experience of God) and Thomas Nagel (Mind and Cosmos) do a
brilliant job of deconstructing the presumptions of Naturalism with its false assumptions
about science and religion. Along with D. Stephen Long (Speaking of God), they
challenge the popular assumptions or mythologies about faith and reason listed below.
They cause much harm and confusion within and beyond academia. Hart’s book is the
most brilliant, devastating critique of atheistic presuppositions that I have read in years.
The term genius applies.
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Mythology that Currently Haunts the Relationship between Fides et Ratio
We suggest that our current state of Nihilism and Cynicism stems from a massive
confusion about the relationship between faith and various types of reason or knowledge.
Faith is a multivalent concept and applies equally to hard science (Michael Polanyi,
Personal Knowledge) as well as relationships or the study of and engagement with Holy
Scripture and experiencing the grace of God. See the new book: Faith and Reason: three
views edited by Steve Wilkins. Faith is a friend of good reason, an encounter of truth and
love. Science has its limits; reason has its limits; there are different types of legitimate
knowledge. The larger horizon of reason gives it its fecundity or fruitfulness. Many welleducated people have a strong faith in the following propositions, but they are false and
misleading.
a. Faith and reason are inherently incompatible, or in opposition.
b. Reason does not involve faith at any level of its operation.
c. Modern reason has made Christian faith redundant; faith is a primitive disposition of
our medieval ancestors, no longer relevant to a high-tech world.
d. Faith is credulous assent to unfounded premises, a belief in something that is untrue or
at least suspect.
e. Reason is a pure, disinterested obedience to empirical fact; methodological naturalism
implies/requires belief in philosophical naturalism.
f. Reason is morally and ideologically neutral, the same for all thinking human beings,
therefore universal—unifying society.
g. Faith & reason exist in separate incompatible arenas; reason deals in physical causes
only, while faith deals with supernatural/spiritual/magical causes.
h. Faith is the irrational belief in the opposite direction of where scientific evidence leads
us. This is often falsely applied to miracles.
i. Faith is seated in the emotions or sentimentality; reason is a non-emotional, cool
operation of the disinterested mind.
j. Good reason requires a materialistic universe; materialism is a fact of deductive logic.
Therefore we need a critical assessment of current metaphysical, epistemological and
anthropological assumptions to find the liberation from the Nihilistic world picture that
has taken us captive. We propose that it is possible to think critically and wisely within a
different framework or horizon. We can discover a richer understanding of reason and
life itself.
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Summary of this Proposal on Apologetics
Love, pray, probe, listen, answer the tough questions, educate, and challenge your
friend with the amazing life of Jesus. Try to expand their worldview towards a larger
horizon and greater knowledge, a greater good. There are lots of barriers to faith in
today’s university and society, but they should not intimidate us. Some of the
toughest questions, like the problem of evil, provide hidden opportunities to send a
probe down to the core of the faith and human reality, and the heart of the good news.
We should not shy away from asking our own tough questions and opening people’s
minds to the Big Life Questions. The literature and tools available to you today is
nothing short of ubiquitous and phenomenal. Courses are being taught at local
schools (ACTS seminary has an Institute for Apologetics, Regent Science & Faith
course), across the country and around the world (Centre for Apologetics at Wycliffe
Hall in Oxford). The various ministry websites and blogs are active with dialogue and
debate. YouTube is lively with great lectures by top Apologists and biblical scholars
like William Lane Craig and N.T. Wright. Apologetics Canada is growing like a
weed, with a conference in Toronto this spring, showing the great need and hunger
for teaching in this area among the younger generation. Finally, remember that love is
the ultimate apologetic and the true mark of the Christian (I Corinthians 15: 58).
Growing in insight, rhetoric, grace and skill, you will become increasingly effective
and leave a legacy of faith among your friends and colleagues. The Holy Spirit will
assist you in ways you cannot now imagine. I believe in you and your witness fro
Christ.
See Dr. Carkner’s Apologetics Index: Bibliography on Apologetics Topics and
Resource Persons and Programs http://ubcgcu.org/apologetics-resources/
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